Making the Most of Your Resource Grant
A Resource from the Center for Congregations

T

he Center for Congregations offers a resource grants
program that helps leaders address their congregations’
challenges and expand and enhance their work. A successful resource grant process involves discussion, planning,
proposals, implementation and evaluation. Following are
some tips on making the most of your resource grant.

Start with planning. Include multiple people from your
congregation in discussions about the grant project. The
most successful grant projects are thoroughly planned.
Consider the purpose of the project, the fit of the resources,
how you will implement the project, and ways that you
will know the project is successful. Think strategically all
along the way.
Is it a mission fit? Does the project strengthen or advance
your congregation’s mission? How does the project and
the grant help support your congregation’s purpose and
identity? The project for which you are seeking a resource
grant should fit with the mission of your faith community.
All in favor, say “I.” It is important for your congregational leadership – clergy, staff, governing body – to agree
that the project and the grant are beneficial. Their support
and belief in the good of the plan paves the way for a successful grant process and project. Support from the con-

gregation is also essential. Although each person may not
have a hands-on role, everyone can hold the project and its
leaders in prayer.
Keep your focus. Your grant proposal and project need a
focus or theme, such as leadership development, strategic
planning, faith formation, etc. This will help your congregation to consider all aspects of the work that needs to be
done. Think big, without overreaching, to include all of
the various facets of your project.
Let us help you. Take full advantage of the Center staff’s
knowledge and be open to their suggestions of the best
resources.
Talk to your neighbors. Other congregations which have
been through similar projects are great sources of information and can help inform your planning.
Allow adequate time for your grant application, including
email exchanges, conversations, and more than one draft
of the proposal.
Managing your grant. It is important that the project
director has the time and skills to manage the grant and
the project and that this person can implement its phases
and report back to the Center as needed.
Resource grants are matching. Your congregation must
have the capacity to match the funds without putting a
strain on operations.
No question is too small for your Center staff member. Keep the conversations alive. We are here to help
you. Don’t forget to keep members, lay leaders and staff
apprised of the grant progress and the project status.
You’ll find unexpected opportunities. See the grant process as an opportunity for communication, consensus and
conversation among congregational leaders. Get everyone
involved. Rich ideas and perspective, as well as teamwork
and cooperation are additional benefits of the resource
grant project.
Everyone has a place. Each person involved in the process
has a niche, an area of focus. Find and utilize each player’s
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talents. By using this technique, each person knows his
or her job and no one gets overworked or overburdened.
Keep an eye on the budget by reviewing figures
throughout the project. Assign a designated person to
keep track of the progress of the financials, as well as the
project.

•

Each congregation works with a Center for
Congregations staff member to initiate a grant
proposal. This staff member will work with you
throughout the process, can recommend resources,
review the budget and offer advice on the content
of the proposal.

•

A resource grant is a matching grant program. The
congregation must match dollar-for-dollar the
amount paid by the grant.

•

Resource grants are up to $15,000 in matching
funds. Grant funds are to be spent within one calendar year from the time the grant is awarded.

•

A congregation can be awarded one resource grant
per calendar year.

•

Quarterly on-line grant reporting is required. This
step helps the Center track your project and learn
from your congregation. It also helps you clearly
see your progress and know what comes next. A
final report, including a financial summary, is due
upon completion of the project or one year after
the grant is awarded.

•

The grant program is open to congregations
located in the state of Indiana. Applications must
be made by a local congregation (not a religious
school, retreat center, denominational office, etc.)
and signed by the senior clergy leader and the
chair of the congregation’s chief governing board
or council.

•

The project director is the person in the congregation who interfaces with the Center for
Congregations throughout the project. The project
director should have strong familiarity with all the
grant-related activities. This person is also responsible for submitting quarterly and final reports.

Sharing your story. Upon completion of the project and
the grant process, share your story with Center staff.
Your shared personal experiences provide the best learning for the Center and for other congregations.
Evaluation is important. It can be one of the most difficult, most important and most overlooked parts of the
project. Assessing the grant process and project at its
conclusion can give your congregation insights into what
comes next, what needs to be improved, and what may
need to be altered.

Making the Most of Your Resource Grant is part of the
Using Resources series, which is published by the Center for
Congregations to help congregations make effective use of
specific kinds of resources. It is our hope that you will find
them useful in your work as a congregation.
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